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4 th g r a d e s u mme r r e a d i n g p r o j e c t 2 0 1 7 - jim ugly , by sid fleischman the school story , by
andrew clements everything on a waffle, b y polly horvath the year of billy miller, by kevin henkes how to
catch a star, by pavelchak and vaughn after reading your book of choice for this project, carefully read over
each option to see which one most appeals to your interests. ... novel literature unit study jim ugly sedelco - novel literature unit study jim ugly written by sid fleischman created by teresa ives lilly sold by
hshighlights sample file. everything in the unit can be used to create a file folder lap book. pre-reading skills
activity author information activity time line activity a teacher’s guide for sid fleischman - harpercollins jim ugly is set in the desert of ne v ada and sid fleischman talks about chicken hawks and sage grass. divide
students in groups of two or three and assign each group one of the following topics: plants, animals, climate,
and terrain. ask students to make an illustrated informational booklet noting what they have discovered about
the nevada desert. jim ugly literacy skills teacher's guide - jim ugly by sid fleischman she discovers jake is
sam bannock's son. in the meantime, the yellowleg realizes jim ugly is sam's dog, and he threatens jake the
next time he sees him. jake wants to leave town, but intends to pay back miss jenny, the star of the play, first.
instead, miss jenny brings him inside from the rain the whipping boy - novel studies - sid fleischman before
sid fleischman became a fiction writer, he worked as a professional magician and a newspaperman. in 1987 he
was awarded the newbery medal for the whipping boy. his other books for young readers include bo & mzzz
mad, jim ugly, the midnight horse, and the scarebird. the father of three children (one of whom is the writer ...
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medicine mountain (1930s) santiago, chiori (j santiago) in plain sight (1840s) hurst, carol otis (j hurst) island of
the blue dolphins (1800s) o’dell, scott (j o’dell) jar of dreams (1930s) uchida, yoshiko (j uchida) jim ugly (1894)
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